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NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS
TECHNICAL NOTE NO. 1366
EFFECT OF CHANGING MAHIFOLD PRESSURE, EXF_UST PRESSURE, AND VALVE TI_ING
ON THE AIR CKPACITY AND OUTPUT OF A FOUR-STROKE ENGINE OPERATED
;WITH INLET VALVES GF VARIOUS DIAMETERS AND LIFTS
By James C. Livengood and James V. D. Eppes
SUMMARY
e_fecA_seriesft of tests has been made with a CFR engine to'determine the
of inlet-valve capacity, inlet and Bxhaust pressure, and valve
timing on the volumetric efficiency at various speeds. Three combina-
tions of inlet and exhaust pressures and seven valve-tlming arrangements
were used. Special cylinder heads with different sizes of inlet valves
were provided. The engine was tested with the inlet valves operated at
different lifts. _
It was found that when the engine was operate d with any one of the
combinations of inlet pressure, ex!must pressure, and valve tlmlng, the
variation of volumetric efficiency resulting from changes in inlet-valve
size and lift could be exp_ressed as a function of the parameter _, de-
fined as follows:
. piston speed x piston area
sound velocity × inlet-valve area x average flow coefficient
provided other desi@n ratios andoperating conditions were kept constant.
The average flow coefficient was determined from steady-flow tests of the
inlet valve and port and from the diagram of valve opening againstcrank
angle. The inlet-valve area was taken .as the area of a circle the di-
ameter of which_s equal to the minimum diameter of contact between
valve and seat. Sound velocity was computed for air at inlet-mixture
temperature. . ' "
Closing the inlet valve late resulted in improved volumetric effi-
ciency when the engine was operated at high values of _ and reduced
volumetric efficiency at low values of this parameter.
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Increasing the amount of valve overlap improved the volumetric effi-
exhaust _ressur.e _ i. Thisciency when the engine was operated with inlet pressure
effect _ncreased with• decreasing val.uesof _.
Variations of -volumetric efficiency •resulting from changes in inlet
and exhaust pressure were found to be functions of more than inlet and
exhaust pressure. _ . , ,_ •
" • " INT2OD CT ON"
In reference I the variables that affect the volumetric efficiency
of an internal-combustion engine_wre classified into two categories:
1. 0permuting conditions,, isuch as revolutions, per minute., inlet and
exhaust pressures , operating temperatures, and so forth. :
2. Design factors_ including design of cylinder, valves, inlet and
exhaust manifolds , valve timing , and so forth.
The investigation reported in reference i showed that for the par-
ticular inlet and exhaust pressures, valve timlng 3 and temperatures used,
the effect of inlet-valve diameter, lift, and design on the volumetric
efficiency of an el_iue operated over a speed range could be summed up in
the following expressi0n_:
e = f(_)
_ne factor CaV _s determined from steady-_flow tests and the inlet-
valve lift against crank-angle relationships. The method of determination
is described in reference 1 and is reproduced in appendix A for convenierne.
: While the investigation of •reference i showed good corr@lation of
results within the range of variables covered, it seemed desirable to ex-
tend the range of revolutions per minute to very low values and to in-
vestigate the effects of inlet and exhaust pressures and of valve timing
upon the Correlation. _ . " '
The objects of the tests reported herewith were:
i. To test the validity of the.conclusions of reference 1 at inlet
pressures andexhaust pressures other than those .used in that work..,
iThe symbols and definitions of terms used in this report appear in
appendix B.
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2. To investigate the possibility of correlating the relationships
between volumetric eff_.ciency _id idler and exJlaust pressures.
B. To detez_mine the effeot on wo!umetric efficiency of changing the
crank, angle at which the inlet valve clo_ed.
4. To determine the effect on volometrlc efficiency of changing
valve overlap.
The tests were made at t1_e Sloan Laboratories of the Massachusetts
Institute of Techuology _uder the epoaso'_:'snipand with the financial
asslstau_e of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics.
DESCRiPTI0_ aF APPARA_I_J$
Engine
A CFR slngle-cylinder engine of 3.25-inch bore and 4.5-inch stroke
was used. This engine _as the same as that described in reference 1
except that a special cylinder _as used which did not require the use of
an aluminum spacer bet_,Teencylinder _nd cylinder head. This engine was
connected to an electric cradle dynemometer, _the setup being conventional
except as noted in the follo_ing discussion. .
I_e t System
Air supplied to the engine was taken from the labors,tory compressed
air line and passed successively through a sharp_dge orifice insSal!ed
in a pipe in accordance with the specifications of reference 2, a pulsa-
tion damper consisting of two 2C-gsllon tarLks connected in series through
a restriction, a throttle valve for controlling inlet pressure, a heated
vaporizing tank, and a large_ short intake pipe leading to the engine.
The.fuel, ex_haust, cooling, and lubrications systems remalned the
same as d_sCrlbed in reference i.
Camshafts
The camshafts were of the same general design as the one used in
reference 1. One of these, Camshaft 2 in figure 13 was the camshaft
used in reference 1. The remaining six camshafts shown in figure 1 had
different timings. When a given cam had a longer or shorter dtm,ation
than the cams of Shaft 2, its profile was developed by ezpanding or
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contracting each.angular increment of the curve Of lift against •cam angle,
according to the total duration of valve opening required. Note that
there is one series of three camshafts with 60 ° overlap and variable in-
let closingsangle, another serfes with substantially no overlap and vari--
able inlet closing angle, and a third series in which the• inlet valve
closes at 60 ° A.B.C., and the exhaust valve opens at 60 ° B.B.C., but with
overlaps of'90°_ 60°_ and6 °. The actual cam lift was constant•in all
cases_ and valve lift was varied by means of rocker-arm adjustments as
explained in reference 1.
' _ Valves /
The valves used were the large (Dv = ]..05 in. ) and small
(Dr = 0.830 in.) inlet valves of the•geometrically similar series in
reference 1. The exhaust valve was standard CFR exhaust valve, which is
larger than the large inlet valve. The two inlet valves had identical]
flow coefficients at a given lift-diameter ratio. The method of determining
these steady-flow coefficients is described in appendix A.
.... Measuring Instruments
All measurements were roads in the manner described .in reference 1
except that torque was meestu_ed by •a hydraulically balanced piston and
mercury manometer, instead of by beam scales, and air was measured by a
sharp-edge orifice installed in a pipe instead of on an air box. Pressure
drop across the orifice was measured with an NACA micromanometer filled
with distilled water.
Indicated horsepower was calculated from indicator diagrams made with
the M.I.T, balanced-diaplLragm high-speed indicator.
• '  'PRCCZDUP 
The air capacity of the engine was carefl_ly measured over a speed
range from 500 to 3600 rpm, with the exception of tests made with Cam=
shafts 4, 5, and 6, which were ruu only to 3200 rpm because of exhaust-
valve Jumping resulting from the short exhaust duration of these cams.
Fuel_-air ratio was held constant, and spark adw.nce was adjusted to best
power for each condition. The following table shows which engine con-
ditions were held constant and which wer®varied_ and the specific values
or range of values are indicated.
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Engine quantities that were held constant:
• OF " ,.Inlet-mixture temperature _
Fuel-air ratio. .... . . ..................... . 0. 078
Oi_ temper ture, •OF 160
t-water-outlet temperature "OF 180Jack
Inlet-valve running clearance, in ............... 0.0!0
Exhaust-valve rtunning clearance, in .................... O. 010
Compression ratio .................... 4.9
Engine _u_ntities that were varied:
Engine speed, rpm . . . ........... 500 to 3600
Inlet-valve and lower-inlet-port diameter 3 in ..... 1.050 and 0.830
Inlet-valve lift_ in ......
!nlet presstu_e, in. Eg abs
Exhaust pressure, in. Hg abs . .
Spark advance ........
Inlet- and exhaust-valve timing . .
....... 0.262 and 0.208
.......... 30 and 40
........ 30, 20, and i0
....... Always best power
...... See timing diagrams
in fig. I.
TESTS
With each of the seven camshafts shown in figure i, a series of nine
runs was made. This series consistel of three rtnqs with each of the foi-
l.owing arrangements of inlet-valve diameter and lift:
Dv L
(in.) (in.)
1.o5 0.262
Los .208
•830 .208
With each diameter-liftucam combination, runs of eight or nine points
each over a speed range • were made with each of the following inlet--_nd
exhaust_r_ssure combinations:
(in. (in.
abs•) abs.)
3O 3o
4O 20
4O io
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
Data obtained with Camshaft 1 are presented in table I, which lists
the speed, air flow 3 volumetric efficiency,, brake and indicated horse-
power, and'_ for the tests. The various graphs discussed In this sec-
tion are derived from this data and similar data obtained with the other
camshafts.
Figures 2 to 22 show that for any particular valve timing and inlet-
and ex/%aust-pressure combination, volumetric efficiency e is a function
of _, where
over a wide range of values of this parameter. This range of values._s
obtained by changing s, Dv, and valve lift.. Both Dv and valve llft
affect Cav.
Over a large range of change in valve timing and inlet and exhaust
pressure, the volumetric efflc.tency remains a function of the pai-ameter
_, although a different function for each timing and pressure combina-
tion. One underlying reason for these correlations would seem to be that
the inlet valves used for these tests have substantially slmllar curves
of flow coefficient agalnst crank angle (fig. 23). These curves being
similar, the ratio of the average flow coefficient Car _(proportional to
the area under each curve of fig. 23) to the flow coefficient at a given
llft C_ is constant at any particular crank angle. It should be pointed
out that If the engine had been operated with inlet-valve lifts which re-
sulted in greatly dissimilar curves of CZ against crank angle, the
correlations in figures 2 to 22 might have been less successful.
Figures 24 to 30 utilize the curves which were drawn through the
points of figures e to 22. Each figure demonstrates the effect on
_volumetric efficiency of changlng inlet and exhaust pressures with a
particular valve-tlming arrangement, An interesting feature of these
curves is the rise in volmnetric efficiency at low values of _. This_._
rise is especially noticeable In the cases of figures 24, 25, 26, and
30, _hlch were obtained with considerable valve overlap.
When there is high inlet pressure and low exhaust pressure, some
of the fresh charge is blown through the cylinder and out the exhaust
port. Presumably, the amount blown through per unit time Is substantially
independent of engine speed. Therefore, if the engine were run at extremely
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lowspeed, the quantity of charge passing through the cylinder during the
overlap period wo_d be a large portion of the total flow, and the volu-
metric efficiency would approach infinity when the speed reached zero.
Some rise in volumetric efficiency at low speed is noted even for
operation _ith inlet pressure equal to exhaust pressure. This rise is
probably due to the ejector effect of the exhaust gases. The inertia of
the rapidly movir_ exhaust gas _tthe end of blo_io_nmay cause a low
pressure of the residual exhaust gas and a consequent influx of fresh
charge during the overlap period. Such an improvement in scavenging will
result in increased volumetric efficiency, and the improvement would in-
crease with decreasing speed, as indicated by the curves in question. A
small amount of exhaust back pressure would overcome _is effect, and
volumetric efficiency would then remain constant at low speed or even de-
crease if the back pressure were large enough to produce reverse flow
during the overlap period. This sensitivity to inlet and exhaust pres-
sures at low speeds when pe/p i = i was so pronounced, in the case of
Ce_mshaft 7 (90° overlap) that it was i_possible to control the pressures
with sufficient accuracy to permit precise volumetric-efficiency measure-
ments below _ = 0.45. Consequently, the results of such measurements are
not plotted.
In a_ attempt to obtain a theoretical explanation for the effects of
inlet and exhaust pressures on volumetric efficiency, the following simple
analysis, suggested'by Professor E; S. Tay!or, was used:_
A "square" pumping loop for an ideal air cycle is assumed as Shown
in figure 31. A thermodqnamic "system" is chosen which consists of all
the charge that will eventually be found in the cylinder at the start
of compression. As the initial condition, the end of the exhaust stroke
is chosen. The exhaust valve is assumed to be closed at this point, and
the pressure in the cylinder is assumed to be exhaust pressure. The end
of the Suction stroke is taken as the final condition and the inlet valve
is assumed to be closed at this point. If it is assumed that the pressure
in the cylinder durir_ the entire piston stroke is equml to the inlet p_es-
sure, the first law of thermodynamics for the inlet process can be written
as follows:
• / . V l )J(Mr + Mi)Ez JMrEr _ JMiEi : PiVi - Pl ( gx - _r--
Accordlng to the relations for a perfect gas,
pv :
m
,_ ;...
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Since R : Jz(Cp Cv) and E = CvT ,
pV
JME-
k-1
If this value is substituted in equation (1), the following result is
obtained:
__
k-i k-1 k-i r
and
Vi
VI _ V__I k(r --i)
r
The ratio of the volume of fresh air at i_let condition Vi
displacement volume
ciency.
Thus
to the
VI
VI --- of the cylinder is called volumetric effi-
r
Pe
1
eidea I = i k(r -. l)
where eidea I is the volumetric efficiency for the ideal air cycle. It
will be noted that this expression makes no attempt to account for the
effects of w_lve overla p .
The foregoing analysis maybe compared with that given on pages
2B_-235 of reference 3. (See also eguation (52), page 2462 reference B.)
It will be observed that the present analysis involves simpler assumptions
and gives a simpler result. If 1.5 _ Pe/Pi _ 0.5, the foregoing equation
gives substantially the same result as equation (52) in reference 3. If
1.5 ( Pe/Pi _ O,5, the equation gives a slightly smaller correction than
equation (52) reference 3.
A quantity called the adjusted volumetric efficiency is obtained by
dividing the actual volumetric efficiency obtained from a test by the
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correspondin_ l_.al volumetric efficiency; that is, adjusted volumetric
efficiency.= e/Sides I. Figures32 to 38 showthe result Of applying
t isp oced= tothec=vesoffig=es24to30 Thecurves opera-
tion with inlet pressum_ equel to exhaust pressure are unchanged, since
eidea I = l; but the ordinates of the curvesfor operationwith values of
Pe/Pl < I are decreased. In _hecasesin which there was no valve over-
lap (fi_s. 35 to 37), this correction is more successful at low speeds
than at h_gh speeds. At high speeds, the curves are overcorrected'i This
overcorrection occurs because at high values of _ the actual pumping
loop departs seriouslyfrom the square loop assumed in the analysls.
Figures 32, 33, 3_, and 38 show results of Operating with. valve0ver-
lap. In these cases, adjusted volumetric efficiency gives a fairly good
correction at high values of _ because the effect of scavenging of the
clearance space during the overlap period approximately offsets the effect
of the departure of the pumping loop from the square form. The success c_
the correction appears, therefore, to be fortuitous. At low values of
the pumping loop is more hearly square, but the effect of scavenging during
the overl_period is much larger, T_e Correction is therefore too small.
Figures 39 and 40 show the effect of_varying _the inlet'valve closing
angle on the volumetric efficiency of the engine. Curves are drawn for
three values of _3 as well as for three lnlet - and exhaust-pressure
combinations. At lowvaiues of _(low gas velocities) , late 'inlet-valve
closing reduces volumetric efficiency because part of the fresh charge _is
pushed back into the inlet port by the rising Piston. At high values of
_, however, volumetric efficiency is improved by late inlet closing be-
cause the pressure in the cylinder remains lower than Pi for a con-
siderable time after bottom dead center. This lowered cylinder pressure
is due to the high pressure drop across the inlet valve accompanying
high values Of _. These trends are not affected by inlet or exhaust
pressures or by valve _overlap.
Figure 41 is a photograph of a three'dlmensional model illustrating
the relationships between volumetric efficiency, the parameter _, and
the crank angle at which the inlet valve closes. The lines which appear
on the upper surface are contours of constant volumetric efficiency.
This particular model shows th_ relationships with Pe = Pi =30 inches
of mercury absolute for camshafts with 60° overlap, However, the general
character of the surface is not changed by overlap or inlet and exhaust
pressures, as can be deduced from figures 39 and 40.
Figure 42 shows the indicated horsepowercomputed from indicator
diagrams plotted against air flow for all combinations of Pi' valve size
and lift, and valve timing. The plotted points include results obtained at
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three !i_ferent speeds for each combination, namely 500_ 2000, and either
3200 on 3600 rpm. The group of +points near the origin are all for 500
rpm. The points corresponding to the other speed'sare not segregated.
Figure 42 shows that at 500 rpm the indicated specific air consump-
tion is ralatively hlghfor all camshafts, perhaps because of high rela-
tive heat losses. ,+At the hi_her speeds the specific air consumption
obtained with camshaft 7 (900 overlap) is high in nearly all instances,
and the points obtained with Camshaft B are likewise high. The increasei
specific air consumption when the engine is operated with large overlap
is probably due to loss of fresh charge during the overlap period. The
reason for the increase in specific air consumptionduring operation with
Camshaft 3 is not clear.
++ .
CONCLUSIONS
+- +
An investigation was made at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
with a CFR engine to determine the +effect of inlet-Valve capacity, inlet
and exhauSt pressure, and valve timing on the volumetric efficiency at
various speeds. Results from these tests indicated that:
i. The variation of volumetric efficiency resulting from changes in
inlet-valve size and lift can be expressed as a function of the parameter
_, defined as follows:
L_ • _piston Speed × piston, area
sound velocity × inlet-valve _rea × average flow coefficient
This is true for each Of the 21 combinations of inlet pressure, exhaust
pressure, s_d valve timing which+_were investigated.
2. The variation of volumetric efficiency resulting from changes in
in].et and exlmuSt pressures cann0_ be expressed as a function of exhaust
pressure Pe ....and inlet+pressure Pl alone' but depends also upon other
variables, including _ and probably the shape of the curve of valve
flow coefficients against crsnk angle_.
3. Clos+ing the inlet valve late resulted in improved volumetric
efficiency at hlgh_valu_s of ++_!and reduced volumetric efficiency at.
low values of this parameter. This +effect was the same for the three
inlet-and exhaust-pressure combinations tested, and changing the valve
overlap did not alter _his trend. ,.
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4. Increasing the valve overlap rest_tod in improved volumetric effi-
ciency when the engine was operate& at values of pe/pl _ 1. The effect
was moremarked at low val_os of _. i
5. Indicated speciflc air cons_Aption N_asvery nearly constant over
most of the upper range for all the tests except those in which the engine
was operated with 90° A.B.C. inle_valve closing and 60° valv_ overlap, or
with 60° inlet-valve closing and 90° overlap. For these tests the in--
dlcated specific air cons_tion was somewhathigher.
6. Indicated specific air consumption was high at 500 rpm in all
tests, even those without overlap.
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Mass., MaF4, 194_.
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J
METI{ODS OF DEq_EI:_tTI'iYC, FLOW COEFFICIENTS FOR STEADY FLOW l
%_ne Flo_¢ Coefficient
The steady-elow coefficient for poppet valves as_ _ _. defined herewith has
been developed to serve as a basis upon which to compare various valve and
port combinations (references 4 to 7). The flow coefficient is an inverse
measure of the resistance to flo_, through the valve and port at a glven
lift.
In determining the flow coefficient_ a constant pressure drop is
created across the valve end the rate of mass flow measured. For the low
pressure drop usually used (lO in. alcohol), the flo_# coefficient is de-
termlned from the equation:
Ma = Avcl vmpv
in which the flew coefficient C Z at a given lift is the onl;r unknown.
2
The flow coefficient is based upon the nominal valve area _ Dv "
Changes in the actual ares, of the valve opening, as the valve is lifted
are reflected in the flo-_ coefficient.
In order to make possible the comparison of valves of different
diameter, it is necessary to compare the flow coefficients on the basis
of a nondimensional parameter, in this case L/D v. For valves of varying
diameter but geometricsJ.ly similar design_ the flow coefficJ.ent is the same
for a given v_lue of L/D v. In the s_eadj-,low tests made for the present
report a series of lifts was selected for each v_.ve so that the flow co-
efficient _as determined at intervals of 0.05 L/D v from 0 to 0.35.
Figure 43 sho_s the apparatus used.
The selection of the diameter upon which the valve area and the L/D v
ratio are based is option&l. In this case the m_nimum contact diameter
between valve and seat Dv was used, Any other characteristic dimension
could be used in place of Dv, for exsmple, tLe outside dlsmeter of the
valve. When diffe_."entv,m!ves _Lz'e co_01_ared_ however_ it is necessary to use
the same ch,_<_.a_:to:___-_tic di.:_-ae-c,.'_r.
iAdapt_& from reference i. Some of the symbols, together with the
reference numbers, have been changed to conform with the present report.
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The flow coefficient of the -valve at a given L/Dv is calc_lated
from the measurementmadewith the previously described apparatus by the
following convenient formula, developed .In reference 7 by equating the
air flow through the metering orifice to the air flow through the valve:
:AoCo =Av
and
Ao Co /APo
CZ
= Av J'npv/
provided 0o = 0v, _-hich is equivalent to having 5_o << Po"
Intermittent Flow
The curve of CZ against L/D v calculated by the method Just de-
scribed is obtained under stea_Y-Tlow conditions. In the internal-combustion
engine the flow is intermittent. The application of steady-flow re_ts
to intermittent conditions _as at first 9uestioned (reference 4), but the
validity of its use _ae later established by Waldron (reference 6); Waldron's
tests, however, _ere run at a speed range of 130 to l_C0 rpm. The validity
of the application of the stea_v--flow coefficients to intermittent condi-
tions at the highest cra_Lk speed_ used here has not been established. The
success of the correlation of the engine test data indicates, hoN_ver, that
the steady-flow coefficient _s very useful, _hether or not it is an accurate
measure of the coefficient in actua_ intermittent flo_.
The Average Flow Coefficient
where eo
and C
The average• flow coefficient used in the correlation of data is de-
fined as:
8 0
1
Cav 0o do C _ d8
is the number of crank degrees during which, the valve is open,
is the flow coefficient corresponding to a given lift.
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The average flow coefficient was determined in the following manner:
First, the valve--lift curve was obtained from the cam profile and the
rocker-arm ratio. From the curve of flow coefficient against llft-
diameter ratio it was then possible to plot a curve of C_ against 8(fig. 23). ,
The area under this curve was then measured with a planlmeter, and
the average flow coefficient Car was obtained by dividing this area by
the length of the abscissa e o and multiplying by a scale factor.
APPENDIX B
A
C
C
av
C_
C
O
Cp
C
r
Dp
D
V
e
e ideal
E
f
J
area
velocity of sound in inlet air
average flow coefficient of inlet valve (See appendix A.)
flow coefficient of inlet valve at a given lift (See appendix A.)
refer@nce orifice coefficient in flow test (See appendix.A.)
specific heat at constant pressure
specific heat at constant volume
O.D. of Piston " i
diameter of minimum contact between inlet valve and seat
vol_s_e trlc efficiency < N Ma ,_
?'hoi
; iJ
volumetric efficiency of ideal air cycle
internal energy per_mit mass
function of terms in brackets
, ,>
mechanical equivalent of beat
_ACA TN No. 15
k
L
m
M
N
P
r
1366
adSabatic compression exponent < h _
Cv
inlet-valve lift
molecular weight (29 for air)
maSs
time rate of air flow, mass/unit time
rotational speed of crankshaft
pre ssure
ccmpresslon ratio
unlversal gas constant
S = 2 X stroke X N,
T
V
0 density
c Cav
0 crank angle, deg
average piston speed
absolute temperature
volume
cylinder displacement volume
80 crank angle during which valve is open, deg
Subscripts:
1
e
i
r
o
v
beginning of compression for ideal air cycle (See fig.
exhaust pipe conditions
inlet pipe conditions
residual gas
reference orifice in the flow test
inlet valve in the flow-test eguations
31. )
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:. TABLEI.--RESULTS OFTESTSFORCAMSHAFT1
[Inlet--v&lve] diameter, 0.830 in.; ir_let-valve lift, 0.208 in.; Cav, 0.445]
Air flow
• (rpm)_biseo)
5oo
80o
1200
1606
2000
240o
28o0
3_o0
3600
5oo
.80o
12oo
16oo
20O0
24oo
280o
32o0.
3600
.... , , ,, ,
i5oo8o012od
16oo
2000 1
24od
2800
3200
36o0
Pi = 30 in',Hg;
O, 0O581 O.939
.00903 .911
•01305 .878
•0162 .817
•0183 •738
.0196 ,659
"020]" I '58°I. o203 .5i2.•0215 .482
' Pl = 40'in. Hg;
o. 00895 i. o82 1
I
.0135 1.020
•o1945 .981
.0245 .926
.0283 ,856
.0298 •75i
,0305 •659
.0312 ...... 590
Pe = 30 in. Hg
2.37
3.81
5.62
6.75
7,6o
7.4o
7.17
6.4O
5.75
3.99
6.5o
9.55
12. O0
13.32
13.55
13.1o
12.30
i1.68
2.84
1!.o9.
12.89
P
0.1825
.292
.438
.584
.730
.876
t ,1.021
• 1.169 ...
1.313
= 20 in. _
4..33
.0328 •591 19,65
!
: p:[ = 4o :in, re;;; % = lO in. :.v,g
o.00925 1.120 I;.17 4.40
.O143 1.081 6.82
•0200 1.OlO 9.9o
.0252 •953 12.50
.0289 i .875 13 •72 16.80
.0301 •759 13.80
.03o5 .659 13.32
. o312 .590 12.3o
,0335 ,563 12.1o 19.45
,, , q, ,
0.1825
.292
•438
.584
•730 I,
.876
1.021
• l ,.169.
1.313
o.1825
.292
.438
.58_ I
.73o
.876
i.021
1.169
1.313
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TABLEI.- Continued
[Inlet-valve diameter, 1.05 in.; Inlet'valve lift, 0.208Lin.; Car, 0.365]
Speed ......... Air. flow gol. elf., .
(rpm) (ib/sec) ....... e bhp i..... ihp
.... ".................. pi = 30 in, _; _e. .30 in. }_
500' 0_00586 0.946 " I 2,38 2.84 0,1392
800._ :.0C893 . 90]- I 3_-85 , ,223
1200 ' :.0133 .894, i 5,79 •334
1600.' !.0171, '_ ;,862 • _ _ 9-42 : .445
2ooo ' 1.o2o7 .835: [ 8'89 ' 12,21. .557
24:00 " :. 0234 .787, ; 9.50' ! ' .669 .
2800 " :. 0246 ). 709, i 9.57" . • " .780 .
|i 9 "09 I : " " : .89132o0- .,o255 !.643- l. .
36o0, ,.....-026.0........ [ 8.28 ] ,  6.o0 : 1.oo2 .
...................... Pi = 40.in. _g; Pe " 20 in. Hg
"1 T ,, .......5o0, _ 0.oo9 I 3.91 t
800 ' ,0138 ] 6.52 ;
! 9.87 _ " "
1200 " '02005 [ i
160o .o257 1 i 1,2.90
2000 .0308 : 14.50 ! 18,20 •
2400 .0343 ,_ 15,83 .:
2800 • 0363 : 15,. 09
3200 .0376 ', 15 ,61 I ' _
36o0 ..... ,0399 "
.... • .... • Pi-= 40 in. Hg; Pe = 10 in."Hg
..... : .... /: :.... . ,:. ,-,_ ..:... ........... ,,,
500 o.0o_8 1.122 _.].o ' 4.3_. o.].392
i. 090
-1.o43
,1.Ol].
• 972
• 932
.865
.785
.710,
"t ....15.5
.6.70: ...... , .. '0
: 0.i392
.223
.334
•_5
;557
,669
.780
.891
: 1.002 :
800
12oo
1600
24OO
2800
3200
3600
.Ol4:].5
.0205
.O264
•0317
•O35]-
•0367
1.070
i. 034
; •998
.959
., .885
. 793
•0379 ., .. 7].6
-- .03,99 ..... :.670 ..,
6.78 I'
!0.26
<3 . 3 8 I
15.o5 ' 18.90
16,13 :
.16,25 :
15.75
15.62 24.20
: .223
I .334
•445
.557
: ;669 '
.,780
.891 :
: i. 002
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TABLE !.- Concluded
KInlet-valve diameter, 1.05 in.; Inlet-valve llft, 0.262 in•; Car , 0.445 S
,,, , , J
Speed
(rim)
5oo
8OO
1200
16oo
2000
2400
28OO
32OO
36oo
5oo
8oo
1200
16oo
2000
24o0
2800
3200
36oo
,,, , ,,_,, ,
5oo
8OO
1200
1600
2000
24OO
28oo
3200
3600
.,, j ,
Pi = 30 in. _; pe .= 30 in. Hg
_m
o.oo586
.0o885
,01295
•0172
.0215
.o248
• 0270
•0288
.03o0
O.946
.893
.871
.868
.867
•834
.778
.726
.673
2.37
3.64
5.38
7.20
9.o9
10.22
lO.78
lO.7o
9.94
O•00899
.014o5
•o2o4
•o255
.0330
.0382
•o418
.0445
.0462
12.6o
18.25
Pl = 40 in. Hg; Pe = 20 in.
4.25
19.7o
3.85
6.40
9.88
12.80
15.80
17•95
19.02
19.48
18.80 28.00
1.088
1.062
i. 029
i. 002
•999
•963
•903
.842
.777
Pi = 40 in. IYg; Pe = 10 in. Hg
,,,, UL , lJ , ,LI . j,
4.28
19.7o
28.60
O. 0093
•o142
•0207
•02i%
•0337
•0389
.0425
•045O
•0467
.... .,, , . ,,
1.128
i. 073
1.o43
!.025
i. 020
.980
.918
.851
•785
4.04
6.66
I0.25
!3,38
16.5o
18.48
].9.50
19.6o
19.1o
o.1142
.1828
.274
.366
.457
• 548
.64o
.731
•822
0•l142
.1828
.274
•366
.457
.548
.64o
.731
.822
O.ii_2
.1828
.274
.366
.457
•548
.640
•731
.822
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Figure 2.- Volumetric efficiency against _. Camshaft i; Pi = 30,
Pe = 30 inches of mercury.
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Fisltre 3.- Volumetric efficiency against _. Camshaft 1; Pi = 40,
Pe = 20 inches of meroury.
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Figure 4. Volumetric efficiency agalnet g. Camshaft I; Pl " 40,
Pe = i0 inches of mercury.
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Figure 5.- Volumetric efficiency against _.. Oamshaft 2; Pi = 30,
Pe = 30 inches of mercury.
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Figure 6.- Volumetric efficiency against _. Camshaft 2; Pi = 40,
Pe = _0 inches of mercury.
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Figure ?.- Volumetric efficiency against _. Camshaft 2; Pi = 40,
Pe = lO inches of mercury.
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Figure 8.- Volumetric efficiency against _. Camshaft 3; Pi = 30,
Pe = 30 inches of mercury.
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Figure 9.- Volumetric efficiency against _. Oamshaft 3; Pi = 40,
Pe = 20 inches of mercury.
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Figure i0.- Volumetric efficiency against _. Camshaft 5; pi = 40,
Pe = i0 inches of mercury.
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Figure ll.- Volumetric effficiency against 9. Camshaft _; Pl = 30,
Pe = 30 inches of mercury.
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Figure lB.- Volumetric efficiency against _. Camshaft 4; Pi = 40,
Pe = BO inches of mercury.
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Figure 13.- Volumetric efficiency against #. Camshaft 4; Pi = 40,
Pe = lO inches of mercury.
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Figure 14.- Volumetric efficiency against _. Oamshaft 8; Pi = 30,
Pe = 30 inches of mercury.
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Figure 15.- Volumetric efficiency against _. Camshaft 5; Pi : 40,
Pe = 20 inches of mercury.
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Figure 18.- Volumetric efficiency against _. Camshaft 5; Pi = 40,
Pe = lO inches of mercury.
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Figure 17.- Volumetric efficiency against _. Camshaft 6; Pl = 30,
Pe = 30 inches of mercury.
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Figure 18.- Volumetric efficiency against _. Camshaft 6; Pi = 40,
Pe = 20 inches of mercury.
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Figure 19.- Volumetric qfficiency against
Pe = l0 inches of mercury.
_. Camshaft 6; Pi = 40,
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Figure 20.- Volumetric efficiency against
Pe = 50 inches of mercury.
_. Camshaft 7; Pi = 30,
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Figure 21.- Volumetric effficiency against _. Camshafft 7; Pi = 40,
Pe = _0 inches of mercury.
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Figure 22.- Volumetric efficiency against 9. 0am_haft ?; Pi : &O,
Pe = l0 inches of mercury.
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Figure 23.- Curves of flow coefficient against crank angle for the inlet-valve
diameters and lifts which were used.
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Figure 24.- The effect of inlet and exhaust pressures on volu-
metric efficiency. Curves are those appearing in
figures 2, 3, and 4.
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Figure 25.- The effect of inlet and exhaust pressures on volu-
metric efficiency. Curves are those appearing in
figures 5, 6, and 7.
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Figure 26.- The effect of inlet and exhaust pressures on volu-
metric efficiency. Curves are those appearing in
figures 8, 9, and I0.
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Figure 27 - The effect of inlet and exhaust pressures on volu-
metric efficiency. Curves are those appearing in
figures ll, 12, and 13.
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Figure 28.- The effect of inlet and exhaust pressures on volu-
metric efficiency. Curves are those appearing in
figures 14, 15, and 16.
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Figure 29.- The effect of inlet and exhaust pressures on volu-
metric efficiency. Curves are those appearing in
figures 17, 18, and 19.
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Figure 30.- The effect of inlet and exhaust pressures on volu-
metric efficiency. Curves are those appearing in
figures 20, 21, and S2.
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Figure 31.- "Square" pumping loop assumed for ideal air cycle.
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Figure 32.- Volumetric efficiency curves of figure 24 corrected
for the effects of inlet and exhaust pressure.
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Figure 33.- Volumetric efficiency curves of figure 25 corrected
for the effects of inlet and exhaust pressure.
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Figure 34.- Volumetric efficiency curvee of figure 26 corzecCed
for the effects of inlet and exhaust pressure.
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Figure 35.- Volumetric efficiency curves of figure 2? corrected
for the effects of inlet and exhaust pressure.
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Figure 38.
- Volumetric efficiency curves of figure 30 corrected
for the effects of inlet and exhaust pressure.
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Figure 40.- The effect of inlet-valve closing a_le on volumet-
ric efficiency at several values of _. Valves have
60 ° overlap. Exhaust opening, 60 ° B.B.C.
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Figure 36.- Volumetric efficiency curves of figure 28 corrected
for the effects of inlet and exhaust preeeure.
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Fig_tre 37.- Volumetric efficiency curves of fis_re 29 corrected
for the effects of inlet and exhaust pressure.
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Figure 41.- Model showing effect of inlet-valve closing on
volumetric efficiency at several values of _.
Pe = Pi = 30 inches of mercury absolute. Valves have 50 °
overlap.
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Figure 43.- Schematic layout of the steady-flow test apparatus.
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